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A new standard in passenger access    

Technology
Next generation HMI

New HMI products!
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inBrief
Catch a glimpse of the future in this edition of inTouch, 
with news about our latest Series 57 range and a ‘next 
generation’ HMI project 

2012 has been a big year for EAO. We’ve launched the new Series 57 range for 
public transport vehicles. Turn to page 4 to find out how it has set a new standard for 
passenger access. 

If your company specialises in machinery, you might be interested in the article 
on pages 6 and 7 about a design project we worked on for a ‘next generation’ 
touchscreen HMI. 

We have a new environmentally-sealed stainless steel switch range - the Series 82, 
which replaces the older R.Series. Find out more on page 11.

And finally, our attendance at Innotrans 2012 was a huge success. The EAO stand will 
be on show at lots more exhibitions during the following year so please drop by and 
say hello. 

We hope you enjoy this edition of inTouch.

Your International EAO Team 

Series 04 aluminium stop button
EAO has added a new Ø60mm, anodised 
aluminium mushroom-head Stop 
Switch to the Series 04 switch range. 
It’s available in either a flush- or raised-
mounting design with either momentary 
or maintained action.

Series 84 E-stop PCB adapter
The new PCB adapter enables Series 84 
Emergency-stop and Stop Switches to 
be mounted directly on the same PCB 
as other Series 84 PCB products. With 
this adapter, the complete Series 84 
has a maximum 18mm depth for PCB 
mounting.
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The complete 
catalogue is 
available online 
for viewing or 
downloading at 
www.eao.com

EAO, the expert partner for Human Machine Interfaces, announces the release of its new online Main Catalogue of HMI 
components. 

This 900-page technical resource comprehensively presents EAO’s complete range, including many new products, in a very user-
friendly layout. All the important ordering information can be seen at a single glance, making it the most intuitive catalogue ever 
published by EAO.

“The same fascination that we put into our innovative HMI systems and components went in to perfect this catalogue. I am proud to 
say that our goal to offer our customers an intuitive ordering instrument has been completely achieved,” said Kurt Loosli, CEO.

With 3D exploded views of standard products, detailed technical specifications and lots of practical advice, it has never been easier 
or quicker to select the most appropriate HMI equipment for an application.  

The complete catalogue is available online for viewing or downloading. 

EAO announces new online HMI 
catalogue

Series 56 loudspeaker module
A new loudspeaker module with IP69K 
front protection has been added to the 
Series 56 product range. The passive 
loudspeaker can be connected to any 
MP3 and WAV player with a maximum 
output of 1.5W and 8 Ohms.

Series 56 flashing warning beacon 
EAO has a new LED flashing beacon for 
alerting users to system malfunctions 
in public areas like trains, buses and in 
elevators. The conical design and bright 
white LEDs can be seen from all sides 
and angles.

Series 51 momentary Stop Switch 
There’s a new, momentary action stop 
button in the compact Series 51 switch 
range. The actuator features a mushroom 
head design. Available in standard 
colours - red, blue, green and yellow.
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Have you heard the buzz? Our Series 57 range sets the 
new standard for passenger access.

If you’re a regular on the train you’ve probably pressed an EAO pushbutton many 
times. Even tough our Series 56 remains the leading pushbutton design in passenger 
access doors, and is fitted to tens of thousands of public transport vehicles throughout 
the world, we are proud to launch a new door-opener - the Series 57. Let us tell you 
why it’s setting the new standard for passenger access.

Representing the latest in technology, the Series 57 range comprises a pushbutton, a 
warning indicator and a safety button - and we’re adding new products all the time.

The pushbutton is the first all-in-one door-opener to combine optical, tactile and 
acoustic features in a single button. Fully compliant to EN 14752, TSI-PRM and ADA 
standards, it features a user-friendly, extra large operating area of Ø 74mm; two unique 
independently illuminated feedback rings; raised, illuminated symbols; an integrated 
finding tone for visually impaired persons and a smart, tool-less final mounting system 
that saves time and costs.

Offering outstanding durability, it is built using contemporary materials and will continue 
working through extreme temperatures from – 40º to +85ºC. The front is protected to 
IP69K against liquid and dirt ingress and will resist chemical wash-downs.

All Series 57 products will fit industry-standard mounting holes so vehicle operators 
can easily upgrade their existing door openers.

We are sure the Series 57 door-opener should be the first choice for any train 
operating company to fully comply with EN 14752. It’s already in use by some of the 
world’s largest train operating companies and passenger door manufacturers. If you 
haven’t seen it in action, why not ask us for a demonstration or visit  
www.eao.com/Series57

Discover the Series 57 microsite

Have you visited our Series 57 microsite at www.eao.com/Series57? 
We’ve got a video, an interactive product demonstration, 3D drawings and 
technical data to show the new Series 57 range from every conceivable 
angle. 
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Extra large US version

Designed with the US market in 
mind, a new extra-large 127mm-
wide bezel (front ring) version 
has been added to the Series 57 
range. The new bezel is available 
in yellow and blue. 

Series 57 warning indicator

A new Series 57 warning light is available 
for use alongside the pushbutton to 
make people aware when passenger 
doors are opening or closing. It is front 
protected to IP69K and features an extra-
large ø 74mm domed lens with optimum 
180-degree visibility and uses the same, 
fast, tool-less final-mounting system.

Series 57 emergency pushbutton

The Series 57 emergency pushbutton is 
the latest addition to the range. Designed 
for use in lavatories and on platforms, 
it features a special ‘call for aid’ white 
symbol and a raised-edge bezel, 
which protects the pushbutton against 
unintended operation.

Series 57 the first 
choice for any 
train operating 
company to fully 
comply with EN 
14752.
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Manufacturing has a challenge: rise to meet the ever-increasing demand for 
semiconductors and solar panels with machinery that delivers higher yields and lower 
operating costs. 

Literally at the core of this industry are the equipment builders who create the wafer 
manufacturing machines to slice the hard, brittle materials like silicone, glass and 
ceramics. They play a vital role in increasing overall performance and efficiency 
throughout the supply chain by constantly refining the production processes.

To maintain the high yields with near-perfect results, it’s crucial that operators can 
quickly visualise all the running processes and monitor the related data. A highly 
functional, user-friendly visualisation and operation console is critical. 

The HMI (Human Machine Interface) system described here is typical of the advanced 
visualisation and control system that EAO can build for this type of equipment, or any 
other.   

Like all of EAO’s systems, it was custom-built for a specific environment based on a 
design brief developed in partnership with the customer.

Key aspects of the design include:

 ■ Resistive touch screen for handling by gloved operators or with a stylus.  

 ■ Connectivity: USB for touch panel, keyboard, mouse, VGA for video, profibus (IO’s) 
and AS-i for the Emergency-stop.

 ■ Selector switches.

 ■ Low-profile Emergency-stop within safety shroud.

 ■ Aluminium protective housing and front panel protection according to IP54.

 ■ One piece mounting arm made of steel with shock-absorbing function.

 ■ Weight: 46kg including mounting arm.

 ■ Dimensions: 180cm x 160cm including mounting arm; 50 x 70cm HMI only.

It was important to keep the panel’s depth and weight down to a minimum. The 

Next generation HMI: Our innovative approach for this 
control and visualisation redesign project

Page 7: (middle) sub-assembly features 

profibus (IO’s) and AS-i for the E-stop; (bottom 

left) custom-built steel mounting arm; (bottom 

middle) Series stop (bottom right) resistive 

touchscreen.
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This visualisation 
and control panel 
is typical of the 
HMIs custom-built 
by EAO for the 
machinery sector.
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(continued from page 6)

EAO supplies a 
full range of HMI 
components for 
electronics and 
semiconductor 
production 
machinery.

screen’s custom-built internal mounting bracket reinforces the construction, adding to 
overall strength and rigidity without adding extra depth. 

A cost-efficient and light resistive touch panel was specified instead of an all-glass 
fronted touch surface, which helped bring down the projected unit cost.   

The design can be utilised across different machinery to provide a consistent, uniform 
operating interface. Users can therefore become familiar with the production line more 
quickly and optimally, significantly reducing the threat of operating errors due to a lack 
of familiarity.  

As an expert supplier of innovative, reliable and intuitive HMIs, EAO can help 
companies standardise their HMIs for all machine controls on the production line. 
The stocking of replacement parts is made much easier for the customer by using 
standardised hardware components.

Throughout a design phase EAO closely collaborated with the customer, providing 
very high levels of friendly, competent and professional support - a hallmark of our 
company.

Contact your local subsidiary for more information on how EAO can help improve your 
operator interfaces.
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The food processing industry is highly regulated by health and safety. Production 
environments are frequently subjected to rigorous anti-bacterial cleaning using hot, 
high-pressure water sprays and caustic, acid-based detergents. Machinery has to be 
tough enough to withstand these routines and potential exposure to spillage and raw 
materials.

EAO was commissioned by Krones AG, a leading German bottling and filling 
equipment builder, to design a control box to operate the safety doors of a production 
line bottling machine. We evaluated the operating requirement and the requirements 
for a sealed, heat and moisture resistant unit and proposed a control box made from 
a single piece of stainless steel. Into this we mounted two Series 84 pushbuttons and 
an AS-i (Actuator-Sensor - interface), a serial bus system for low level field applications 
in industrial automation. Using the AS-i bus, a cost-efficient and quick connection of 
actuators and sensors is provided for connecting the door controls to the system.  

For the housing, we recommended the ‘deep drawing’ process - the pressing, or 
stamping of a 3D shape into sheet metal. This creates metal containers without seams 
or joins. No bacteria can grow in the crevices and water and chemical cleaning agents 
cannot penetrate - critical for hygienic environments found in food and beverage 
production. 

The challenge with deep drawing consists of reducing the production costs, by using 
multi-step tooling. Our development team used its process know-how to reduce 
production costs together with the customer.

Customer project: Moulded 
stainless steel control box  
with AS-i

EAO uses two Series 84 
pushbuttons in the control box 
shown above. 

Series 84 is a versatile 22.5mm 
product line with many different 
options for lenses, illumination 
and mounting. There are flush 
and raised designs, plastic and 
metal lenses with or without 
engraved symbols, and a wide 
choice of illumination from 
single LEDs to programmable 
multicolour LEDs which will 
flash and illuminate in different 
colours and patterns. We even 
offer a big-headed version and 
one with ‘halo’ illumination!

Behind the button is a compact, 
short-travel switching element 
that’s guaranteed for at least 
one million operations. The 
pushbuttons are sealed to IP65 
from the front and suitable for 
many industrial applications.

EAO used the ‘deep 
drawing’ technique 
to create a sealed 
metal housing 
without seams or 
joins.
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The ‘failsafe’ 
element is self-
monitoring 
and will detect 
if it becomes 
disconnected from 
the actuator.

New Failsafe Switching 
Element improves 
operator safety 

Focus on: Series 04

The Series 04 range comprises  
22.5mm pushbuttons, 
indicators, keylocks, selector 
switches, and Emergency-stop 
switches. 

They are sealed against dust 
and moisture to IP65 and 
operate in temperatures from 
-25°C to 55°C. 

All products comply with 
international standards including 
CE, RoHS, CB – EN/IEC 
60947-5-1, UL (pending for 
PIT), NFF 16-102, CSA, CCC, 
GOST, German Lloyd.

EAO, the expert partner for Human Machine Interfaces, improves safety 
for machinery operators and equipment with the new Series 04 Failsafe 
Switching Element.

The ‘failsafe’ element is self-monitoring and will detect if the e-stop or stop 
switch actuator becomes disconnected by accidental damage, negligent 
assembly or misuse. If there’s any defect, the failsafe contact opens and the 
machinery will behave like in a normal emergency shutdown routine. 

It will fit any Series 04 Emergency-stop or stop switch and is easily retrofitted 
by snapping on the new element. Three types of connection are possible: 
push-in terminals (PIT) with cage clamps, or screw or plug-in terminals.

As with all EAO safety-related products, this innovative and reliable product 
offers a long mechanical life of at least 50,000 operations.

This product is a must-have for machinery builders who place maximum 
human safety at the top of their priorities. 

Contact your local EAO sales subsidiary for more information.
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New stainless steel range 

EAO, the expert for Human Machine Interfaces, introduces a new 
environmentally-sealed range of stainless steel pushbuttons.

The Series 82, which supersedes the R.Series, features a choice 
of 19mm pushbuttons with an all-metal, monoblock construction 
for extra robustness and durability. Shock-resistant to IK09, 
sealed to IP67, and guaranteed for over a million operations, they 
are particularly well suited to aggressive factory environments or 
exposed public areas prone to vandalism.

EAO offers Series 82 with a wide choice of lens styles, materials 
and colours so product designers can achieve their ideal look. 
Two types of lens illumination are possible - central spotlight or 
illuminated ring.  Red, green, yellow, orange, blue and white LEDs 
are offered as standard.

Non-illuminated pushbuttons are available with a choice of 
actuators – convex, raised or flush. Galvanised nickel-plated or 
gold-plated brass can be specified in place of stainless steel. 

Pushbuttons come with either momentary or maintained action. 
Indicators are also included in the range. 

Products are CE and UL approved.

The Series 82 is 
shock-resistant 
to IK09, sealed 
to IP67 and 
guaranteed for 
over a million 
operations.
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inView
EAO Global Exhibitions

Electronica 

Munich, Germany 13-16.11.2012

SPS/IPC/Drives  

Nuremberg, Germany 27-29.11.2012

User Interface Design  

Eindhoven, Netherlands 06.02.2013

Southern Manufacturing  

Farnborough, UK 13-14.02.2013

SIFER  

Lille, France 26-28.03.2013

Railtex  

London, UK 30.04-02.05.2013

EDS  

Las Vegas, USA 06-09.05.2013

Suissetraffic  

Geneva, Switzerland 27-29.05.2013

Trako  

Gdansk, Poland 24-27.09.2013

SPS/IPC/Drives  

Nuremberg, Germany 26-28.11.2013

Austria  +49 (0) 201 85 87 0  eao.at

Belgium  +32 (0) 3 777 82 36  eao.be

China  +852 (0) 27 86 91 41  eao.com

France  +33 (0) 1 64 43 37 37  eao.fr

Germany  +49 (0) 201 85 87 0  eao.de

Italy  +39 (0) 035 481 0189  eao.com

Japan  +81 (0) 3 5444 5411  eao.com

Netherlands  +31 (0) 78 653 17 00  eao.nl

Sweden  +46 (0) 8 683 86 60  eao.se

Switzerland  +41 (0) 62 388 95 00  eao.ch

United Kingdom  +44 (0) 1444 236 000  eao.co.uk

USA  +1 (0) 203 877 4577  eaoswitch.com

Other countries  +41 (0) 62 286 92 10  eao.com

...and finally

We care about the environment and 
for this reason we want to reduce 
industrial waste, contamination 
and pollution. We are working in 
a way that exemplifies the Swiss 
manufacturing tradition and towards 
the goal of eliminating all hazardous 
substances in our products. Plus, 
our employees are involved in a 
company-wide recycling programme. 
EAO is compliant to:

 ■ ISO14001: Worldwide 
environmental management 
standards.

 ■ ROHS Directive: Restrictions of 
the use of hazardous substances.

 ■ WEEE: Waste Electrical and 
Electronic Equipment Directive.
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